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We present the observation of optical fields carrying squeezed vacuum states at sideband frequencies from
10 Hz to above 35 MHz. The field was generated with type-I optical parametric oscillation below threshold at
1064 nm. A coherent, unbalanced classical modulation field at 40 MHz enabled the generation of error signals
for stable phase control of the squeezed vacuum field with respect to a strong local oscillator. Broadband
squeezing of approximately −4 dB was measured with balanced homodyne detection. The spectrum of the
squeezed field allows a quantum noise reduction of ground-based gravitational wave detectors over their full
detection band, regardless of whether homodyne readout or radio-frequency heterodyne readout is used.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum noise is one of the limiting noise sources in
laser interferometers and appears as an uncertainty of the
light field’s quadratures, which carry the signal of the inter-
ferometric measurement. For coherent laser radiation the
quantum noise is minimal, and symmetrically distributed
among pairs of noncommuting field quadratures. The finite,
nonzero value of this so-called vacuum noise is a manifesta-
tion of Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation �HUR�. However,
for certain nonclassical states of light the quantum noise can
be asymmetrically distributed among field quadratures, such
as amplitude and phase quadratures. In the case of squeezed
states �1�, the quantum noise of one quadrature is reduced
below vacuum noise, whereas the quantum noise in the or-
thogonal quadrature is increased without violating the HUR.
Since an interferometer measures a certain, single quadrature
of the field, an appropriately squeezed field can improve the
signal-to-noise ratio in a quantum-noise-limited interferom-
eter.

The application of squeezed states in laser interferometers
was first proposed by Caves �2� in 1981. Motivated by the
challenging effort at the direct observation of gravitational
waves �3�, Caves suggested injecting squeezed vacuum
states of light into the dark signal port of interferometric
gravitational wave detectors. The goal of that proposal was
the reduction of the vacuum noise of the interferometer’s
readout laser beam, which is often called shot noise. Two
years later Unruh �4� realized that squeezed light can be used
to correlate interferometer shot noise and radiation pressure
noise �back-action noise� in such a way that the so-called
standard quantum limit can be broken, and a quantum non-
demolition measurement on the mirror test mass position can
be performed. For an overview we refer the reader to Ref.
�5�. The theoretical analysis of Harms et al. �6� further mo-
tivated research on squeezed states. They found that ad-
vanced interferometer recycling techniques �7� that also aim
for an improvement of the signal-to-shot-noise ratio are also
fully compatible with squeezed-field injection.

The first observation of squeezed states was done by
Slusher et al. �8� in 1985. Since then different techniques for
the generation of squeezed light have evolved. One of the

most successful approaches to squeezed-light generation is
optical parametric oscillation �OPO�. Hence common mate-
rials like MgO:LiNbO3 can be used to produce broadband
squeezing at the carrier wavelength of today’s gravitational
wave �GW� detectors �1064 nm�. In the future, various recy-
cling techniques as well as the most powerful single-mode
lasers available will be used to reduce the quantum noise in
GW detectors. It is generally expected that the interferometer
sensitivities will be limited by shot noise in the upper audio
band and by radiation pressure noise in the lower audio band
�9�. At intermediate frequencies, both quantum noise and
thermal noise �10� are expected to dominate the overall noise
floor. Therefore squeezing of quantum noise indeed offers a
further increase of GW detector sensitivities.

Gravitational wave detectors require a broadband
squeezed field in the detection band from about 10 Hz to
10 kHz. If a radio-frequency �rf� heterodyne readout is used,
squeezing in the band of 10 kHz around twice the rf-phase
modulation frequency is also required �11�. Furthermore,
GW detectors utilize recycling cavities, implying that the
orientation of the squeezing ellipse needs to be designed for
every sideband frequency. The transformation from frequen-
cy-independent squeezing to optimized frequency-dependent
squeezing can be performed by optical filter cavities, as pro-
posed in �5� and demonstrated in �12�. The combination
of squeezed-field injection and optimized orientations of
squeezing ellipses, as well as power recycling and signal
recycling of interferometers, has been demonstrated in
�13,14�. Squeezed states at audio frequencies have been dem-
onstrated recently �15–17�.

Applications of squeezed states generally require active
phase control with respect to the local oscillator field of the
readout scheme. Controlling the squeezed fields is indeed the
basic problem for squeezed-field applications in GW detec-
tors. Common control schemes rely on the injection of a
weak, phase-modulated seed field at the carrier frequency
into the OPO, thereby turning the device into an optical para-
metric amplifier �OPA�. It has been shown that even the low-
est carrier powers introduce too large amounts of classical
laser noise at audio frequencies, and squeezing can no longer
be achieved �15�. On the other hand, phase modulation side-
bands are not present in a pure vacuum field. For this reason
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a coherent control field could not be created in �15� for either
the squeezed-field carrier frequency or the relationship be-
tween the squeezed quadrature angle and local oscillator. The
quadrature angle was locked instead using so-called noise
locking, whose stability was found to be significantly less
than what can be achieved with coherent modulation locking
�16� as used in GW interferometers.

In this paper we report on the generation and coherent
control of broadband squeezing from subaudio frequencies
up to radio frequencies. The coherent control scheme that
was first used in �17� is presented in detail.

II. CONTROL SCHEME

All current interferometric gravitational wave detectors
are Michelson interferometers operating close to a dark
fringe at the signal output port. The optical field at the output
port consists of a local oscillator field that beats with modu-
lation sideband fields at frequencies �s generated by gravi-
tational waves and �quantum� noise. In homodyne detection
the local oscillator has the same optical frequency �0 as the
main interferometer laser field. In heterodyne detection, the
local oscillator consists of a combination of upper and lower
modulation sideband fields at frequencies �0±�m. Both de-
tection schemes provide eigenvalues of the time-dependent
quadrature operator q̂���s ,�� , t�, where �� is the resolu-
tion bandwidth �RBW� and � the quadrature angle. The angle
� might be chosen to select the quadrature with the optimum
signal-to-noise ratio. In the following we will refer to the
amplitude quadrature ��=0� and the phase quadrature ��
=90° � with the subscripts 1 and 2. For vacuum fields, the
variances of the quadrature operators are typically normal-
ized to unity and the Heisenberg uncertainty relation sets the
following lower bound for the product of the quadrature vari-
ances:

�2q̂1��s,��,t� � �2q̂2��s,��,t� � 1. �1�

For a broadband amplitude-squeezed field, �2q̂1��s ,�� , t�
is always below the unity vacuum noise reference for all
sideband frequencies within the squeezing band. The HUR
requires that in this case �2q̂2��s ,�� , t� is greater than unity
by a factor of at least the inverse of the squeezed quadrature
variance. A squeezed vacuum field is said to be pure if, for
all sideband frequencies in a certain band, the equals sign
holds in Eq. �1�. If a pure, squeezed vacuum field senses
optical loss due to absorption or scattering, the squeezed
field gets mixed with the �ordinary� vacuum field. In that
case the equals sign in Eq. �1� is no longer realized; however,
we still speak of a squeezed vacuum field or just vacuum
squeezing.

For the application of a squeezed vacuum field in an in-
terferometer, the squeezed quadrature needs to be matched to
the interferometer readout quadrature. To achieve this goal
the OPO cavity needs to be length controlled to resonate for
the carrier frequency �0. Furthermore, the wave front of the
second-harmonic OPO pump field has to be phase controlled
with respect to the interferometer readout field. Note that the
phase of the OPO pump field determines the phase of the
squeezed field. Both control requirements mentioned can

easily be realized if a radio-frequency phase-modulated field
at carrier frequency, that is sent through the OPO cavity, can
be utilized. If such a field cannot be applied, for example
because its noise prevents the observation of squeezed states,
coherent control is much more difficult to achieve. In this
section we discuss in detail the coherent control scheme that
was first used in �17�.

Our scheme uses control fields that are coherent with the
squeezed field without interfering with it. The latter ensures
that noise from the control fields does not deteriorate the
nonclassical performance of the squeezed field. Altogether
two coherent control fields are required. Both are frequency
shifted against the carrier frequency �0. A coherent,
frequency-shifted field can be generated by an independent
but phase-locked laser source or by an acousto-optical modu-
lator �AOM� acting on a tapped laser beam from the same
source. The first frequency-shifted control field enables
length control of the OPO cavity. It carries radio-frequency
phase modulation sidebands, is orthogonally polarized with
respect to the squeezed vacuum field, and is injected into the
OPO cavity. The frequency shift should exactly compensate
the birefringence of the nonlinear crystal such that both con-
trol field and squeezed field simultaneously resonate in the
OPO cavity. The frequency shift as well as the orthogonal
polarization prevents the interference of the squeezed
vacuum field and the control field.

The control of the quadrature angle of the squeezed
vacuum with respect to a local oscillator or an interferometer
carrier field is more challenging. This request is achieved by
the second control field �quadrature control field, QCF�
which is also injected into the OPO cavity. This field does
sense the OPO nonlinearity but is frequency shifted against
the vacuum squeezed mode. The QCF allows the generation
of two individual error signals for two different servo control
loops. The first error signal is used to control the relative
phase between the QCF and the OPO pump field. The second
error signal is used to control the relative phase between the
OPO pump field and the local oscillator field of the interfer-
ometer, or rather the homodyne detector. The combination of
both error signals provides the means to stabilize the quadra-
ture of the squeezed vacuum field with respect to a local
oscillator.

In the following we show that the required error signals
can be gathered from the QCF leaving the OPO cavity, and
from the interference of the QCF with the local oscillator
field at the homodyne detector. We label those two error
signals Serr

QCF-P and Serr
QCF-LO, respectively, and first derive an

expression for the parametrically amplified quadrature con-
trol field QCF. Before parametric amplification the QCF at
optical frequency �0+� represents a single sideband field
with respect to the carrier frequency �0 �see ¬ in Figs. 1 and
2�. In the following we describe this field by the real-valued
amplitude ��. The expectation values of the annihilation op-
erators of the upper and lower sideband fields at frequencies
�0±� may then be written as follows:

�â+� � �â��0 + ��� = ��, �â−� � �â��0 − ��� = 0. �2�

The quadrature amplitudes �18� are given by
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â1 =
1
�2

�â+ + â−
†� , â2 =

1

i�2
�â+ − â−

†� . �3�

Here all quantities are defined for discrete frequencies. This
simplifies our description and is reasonable because the
bandwidth of the error signals is small compared to �.

The OPO acts on these quadrature amplitudes in different
ways. If it amplifies the phase quadrature then it deamplifies
the amplitude quadrature, and vice versa. Mathematically,
this effect of amplification and deamplification of the quadra-

tures ā= � â1

â2
� can be described with the use of the squeezing

operator S�r ,��=exp�r�â+â−e−2i�− â+
†â−

†e2i��� with squeezing

factor r and squeezing angle � �see �18��. The resulting

squeezed quadrature vector b̄ is given by

b̄ = 	b̂1���

b̂2���

 = S�r,��āS†�r,��

= 	cosh�r� + sinh�r�C2� sinh�r�S2�

sinh�r�S2� cosh�r� − sinh�r�C2�

ā , �4�

where C2�=cos�2�� and S2�=sin�2��.
The expectation values of the new squeezed quadrature

amplitudes b̂1��� and b̂2��� take the following forms:

�b̂1���� = −
i��

�2
S2� sinh�r� +

��

�2
�cosh�r� + C2� sinh�r�� ,

�b̂2���� =
��

�2
S2� sinh�r� −

i��

�2
�cosh�r� − C2� sinh�r�� .

�5�

To derive the corresponding electrical field

EQCF�t� 	 �b̂�+��t� + b̂�−��t�� �6�
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic of the experiment. Generation and full coherent control of a broadband squeezed vacuum field at
1064 nm was achieved utilizing two independent but phase-locked laser sources. Laser 1 provided the main carrier frequency of homodyning
local oscillator ��0�. It also provided the quadrature control field �QCF�, which was frequency shifted through an acousto-optical modulator
�AOM�, and the optical parametric oscillator �OPO� pump field, which was produced through second harmonic generation �SHG�. Laser 2
provided another frequency-shifted control field for locking the OPO cavity length. PBS, polarizing beam splitter; DC, dichroic mirror; LO,
local oscillator; PD, photodiode; EOM, electro-optical modulator; PZT, piezoelectric transducer.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Complex optical field amplitudes at three
different locations in the experiment, which are marked in Fig. 1.
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b̂�±��t� �
1

2
�b̂1�t� ± ib̂2�t��e
i�0t, �7�

we need the Fourier transformations of b̂1��� and b̂2���.
Since we consider a single frequency we obtain

b̂1�t� = b̂1���e−i�t + b̂1
*���ei�t,

b̂2�t� = b̂2���e−i�t + b̂2
*���ei�t. �8�

By choosing exp�r�=�g we simplify our expression and find
for the outgoing QCF from the OPO

EQCF�t� 	
1 + g
�2g

�� cos��0t + �t�

−
1 − g
�2g

�� cos��0t − �t − 2�� . �9�

This is the desired expression for the parametrically ampli-
fied QCF, and forms the basis for the following derivation of
the two error signals Serr

QCF-P and Serr
QCF-LO. One can easily see

in Eq. �9� that EQCF�t� is composed of two sidebands that are
equally separated by � from the carrier frequency �0. This is
also illustrated in the sideband scheme − in Fig. 2. The
quadrature where these two sidebands beat with each other
can be chosen using the squeezing angle �. If one uses a
squeezing angle of �=0 the following electrical field is
found:

EQCF�t��=0 	
1
�2
	�g cos��t� − i

1
�g

sin��t�

� a����e−i�0t + c.c., �10�

which has also been provided in �17�.
Detection of the outgoing field EQCF�t� from the OPO

with a single photodiode results in the following photocur-
rent:

IQCF 	
��

2

2g
��1 + g�cos��0t + �t�

− �1 − g�cos��0t − �t − 2���2. �11�

Demodulating IQCF with frequency 2� and subsequent low-
pass filtering provides the error signal Serr

QCF-P for the relative
phase between the second-harmonic pump field and the QCF,
given in terms of the squeezing angle �.

With an appropriate demodulation phase one obtains the
sinusoidal error signal

Serr
QCF-P �− 1 + g2��2 sin�2��

4g
. �12�

Now that we are able to stabilize � with respect to the QCF,
the first step to complete coherent control of a squeezed
vacuum generated by an OPO is satisfied.

In a second step the phase � between the second-
harmonic pump field and the local oscillator needs to be
controlled. The error signal Serr

QCF-LO is generated from the
difference current of the two homodyne photodiodes

PDHD1,2. Overlapping the local oscillator field ELO

	�LOe−i�0te−i�+c.c. with the outgoing QCF EQCF�t� from
the OPO at the LO homodyne beam splitter results in two
homodyne detector fields EHD1 and EHD2 which are individu-
ally detected with a single photodiode. The complex field
amplitudes of one of the homodyne detector fields can be
seen graphically in Fig. 2 ®. Mathematically they are given
by

EHD1 =
1
�2

�ELO + EQCF�t��

	
1
�2
��LOe−i��0t+�� + 	1 + g

�2g
�� cos��0t + �t�

−
1 − g
�2g

�� cos��0t − �t − 2��
� + c.c., �13�

EHD2 =
1
�2

�ELO − EQCF�t��

	
1
�2
��LOe−i��0t+�� − 	1 + g

�2g
�� cos��0t + �t�

−
1 − g
�2g

�� cos��0t − �t − 2��
� + c.c. �14�

The difference current Idiff of the induced photocurrents
IHD1,2= EHD1,22 is then given by

Idiff 	
4�2�LO�� cos�� + �0t�

�g
��1 + g�cos��0t + �t�

− �1 − g�cos��0t − �t − 2��� �15�

	
2�2�LO���− 1 + g�

�g
cos��t + 2� + �� , �16�

where Eq. �16� is the difference of the photocurrents after
low-pass filtering. The demodulation of Idiff with � and
again low-pass filtering results in the error signal Serr

QCF-LO for
the relative phase � between the second-harmonic pump and
the local oscillator

Serr
QCF-LO

�2�LO���− 1 + g�
�g

sin�2� + �� . �17�

This error signal depends not only on the relative phase be-
tween the second-harmonic pump and the local oscillator �,
but also on the squeezing angle �. However, it becomes clear
that the combination of both error signals according to Eqs.
�12� and �17� enables full coherent control of the squeezed
vacuum generated by an OPO with respect to the local os-
cillator of a downstream experiment.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the schematic of our experimental setup
that was used to demonstrate coherently controlled broad-
band vacuum squeezing. Altogether two independent, but
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phase locked, laser sources �lasers 1 and 2� were utilized.
Both were monolithic nonplanar neodymium-doped yttrium
aluminum garnet �Nd:YAG� ring lasers of 2 and 1.2 W
single-mode output powers at 1064 nm, respectively. Ap-
proximately 1.4 W of laser 1 was used to pump a second-
harmonic-generation �SHG� cavity. The design of the SHG
cavity was the same as for our OPO cavity. The two differed
only in the reflectivities of the outcoupling mirrors.

A detailed sketch of our SHG and OPO cavity design and
mounting is shown in Fig. 3. We used a hemilithic layout
which was formed by an outcoupling mirror and a highly
reflection-coated crystal back surface. The oven was made of
an aluminum surrounding that houses the crystal and the
Peltier elements and served as a heat sink. The outcoupling
mirror together with the piezoelectric transducer �PZT� and a
Viton ring formed a stack that was clamped together with an
aluminum cap. This stack was located in an aluminum plate
that was bolted onto the aluminum surrounding of the oven.
Macor blocks were used to thermally shield the crystal from
outside. The Macor blocks had two small holes on the optical
axis for the laser beam. A servo loop was used for active
temperature stabilization of the crystal. The required tem-
perature sensor was embedded into the copper plates and the
servo feedback was put on the peltier elements. The OPO as
well as the SHG crystal were made from 7% doped
MgO:LiNbO3 and had the dimensions 2.5�5�6.5 mm3.
The curved back surface of the crystals had a high-reflection
coating �R=99.96%� whereas the flat surface had an antire-
flection coating �R�0.05% � for both wavelengths. The cavi-
ties had a free spectral range of approximately 4 GHz. The
crystals were mounted into the ovens in such a way that

s-polarized fields could sense the nonlinearity.
The SHG used an outcoupling mirror with power reflec-

tivities of R1064 nm=92% and R532 nm�4%. The cavity
length was controlled using the Pound-Drever-Hall �PDH�
locking scheme with a phase modulation at a sideband fre-
quency of 18 MHz. The generated second-harmonic field
had a power of up to 500 mW.

The OPO cavity utilized an outcoupling mirror with
power reflectivities of R1064 nm=95.6% and R532 nm=20%.
This resulted in a linewidth of 28.9 MHz at 1064 nm �see
Fig. 4�. For the OPO or OPA two different control loops for
stabilizing the cavity length were set up. The first cavity
length control loop was used during alignment of our experi-
ment. It utilized a resonant s-polarized seed beam that car-
ried phase modulation sidebands at a frequency of 12 MHz
for a PDH locking scheme. The error signal could be gener-
ated using either the sum of the homodyne detectors or an
additional detector placed in transmission of the OPA �see
Fig. 1�. The latter detector was also used to determine the
frequency offset between the s- and p-polarized laser beams
inside the OPA or OPO. The error signal was fed back to the
PZT-mounted output coupler. The second cavity length con-
trol loop was used for the generation of squeezed vacuum
states at low frequencies, since the first control loop intro-
duced too much noise at low frequencies �see Sec. II�. This
control was realized with a p-polarized field generated by the
second monolithic nonplanar Nd:YAG ring laser �laser 2�.
Due to the birefringence of the MgO:LiNbO3 crystal the
TEM00’s of the OPO cavity for s and p polarization are not
degenerate. To ensure that both polarizations resonate simul-
taneously in the cavity we shifted the frequency of the
p-polarized field. We determined the frequency shift to be
about 1.4 GHz. The frequency offset was controlled via a
phase-locking loop that could be operated from nearly dc up
to 2 GHz with a bandwidth of several kilohertz. The error
point of the PLL was fed back to the PZT of the second laser.
Phase modulation sidebands at a frequency of 153.8 MHz
were imprinted onto the p-polarized field, which was then
injected through the back surface of the OPO crystal. The
transmitted part was spatially separated from the s-polarized
squeezed vacuum with a polarizing beam splitter �PBS� and

PZT
Output
coupler

HR
coating

AR
coating

CopperPeltier element

Crystal

MacorBrass ring

FIG. 3. �Color online� Cut through the squeezed-light source.
The hemilithic cavity is formed by the highly reflection-coated
crystal back surface and an outcoupling mirror. The inside of the
oven consists of two Peltier elements which are used to actively
stabilize the temperature of the crystal. The thermal contact to the
crystal is done via copper plates. To thermally shield the crystal
from outside, Macor blocks are used. These have two small drill-
ings on the optical axis for the laser beam. The temperature sensor
is embedded into the copper plates. A stack made out of a brass
ring, a PZT, the outcoupling mirror, and a Viton ring is clamped
together with an aluminum cap. This stack is bolted onto the oven
to have a rigid cavity.
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detected by the photodetector. A PDH locking technique was
used to generate an error signal which was fed back to the
PZT of the OPO cavity.

Following our proposal described above we utilized a sec-
ond coherent but frequency-shifted control field for the phase
control of the squeezed vacuum field, detuned by � with
respect to the main carrier frequency ��0, laser 1� by an
AOM �see Eq. �3� and ¬ in Figs. 1 and 2�. The frequency of
the AOM was � /2=40 MHz. This frequency-shifted
s-polarized infrared QCF �440 �W� was also injected into
the OPO cavity through the crystal’s back surface. It there-
fore had to be spatially overlapped with the p-polarized lock-
ing beam using a 50:50 beam splitter. To eliminate technical
noise below 1 kHz in the homodyne spectra, the zero order
of the AOM had to be blocked carefully. If only small frac-
tions of this non-frequency-shifted field leaked into the cav-
ity, the squeezing spectrum was spoiled by the large techni-
cal noise in the low-frequency regime.

Figure 4 shows that only 11.5% of the QCF was coupled
into the cavity. This 11.5% interacted with the pump field
inside the cavity, its quadratures were parametrically ampli-
fied and deamplified, and an additional sideband at −40 MHz
�see Eq. �9�� was generated. This outgoing QCF from the
OPO then consisted of two sidebands, each separated by
40 MHz from the carrier frequency � �see − in Figs. 1 and
2�. The error signal could be obtained by detecting the out-
going QCF from the OPO and demodulating the photocur-
rent at 80 MHz as illustrated in the sideband scheme in Figs.
1 and 2. By feeding back the error signal to a PZT-mounted
mirror in the path of the second-harmonic pump field, stable
control of � was realized �see Eq. �12��. The error signal for
controlling the homodyne angle � �see Eq. �17��, was de-
rived at the homodyne detector. The difference of the two
photodiode currents was demodulated with a frequency of
40 MHz. The output of this servo loop was fed back to a
PZT-mounted mirror in the local oscillator path.

The homodyne detector was built from a p-polariza-
tion-optimized 50:50 beam splitter and two electronically

and optically matched photodetectors based on Epitaxx
ETX500 photodiodes. The angular orientation of the photo-
diodes was optimized to achieve the maximum power to op-
timize the detection efficiency. We used two different pairs of
matched photodetectors: one was optimized for the low-
frequency regime whereas the other pair was optimized for
high bandwidth. In all measured spectra shown here the elec-
tronic noise of the detection system was subtracted from the
measured data.

The low-frequency-optimized homodyne photodiode pair
permits the measurement of the low-frequency spectrum of
the OPO �see Fig. 5� in the detection bandwidth of GW
interferometers and above up to 100 kHz. For these low-
frequency measurements we used a nominal local oscillator
power of 88 �W. The resulting shot-noise limit of the ho-
modyne detection system is shown as curve �a� in Fig. 5,
whereas the squeezed quantum noise is shown in curve �b�.
During the measurement period of approximately 1.5 h, the
complete experiment, including the OPO with all its related
control loops, was controlled stably in all degrees of free-
dom. For the measurements in Fig. 5 a parametric gain of 10
was used, which was obtained using 60 mW of the second-
harmonic pump field. The propagation losses of the squeezed
vacuum were dominated by the Faraday rotator passthrough
efficiency of only 95%. The mode-matching efficiency be-
tween the local oscillator and the squeezed field was mea-
sured to be 94.3%. Altogether this allowed us to measure
4 dB squeezing over the complete detection band of ground-
based GW interferometers.

The OPO squeezing spectrum from 100 kHz to 35 MHz
is shown in Fig. 6. Curve �a� shows the shot-noise limit of
the homodyne detector, while the squeezing spectrum is
shown in curve �b�. Both curves take the dark noise into
account. These measurements were done with the high-
bandwidth-optimized homodyne detector using a local oscil-
lator power of 8.9 mW. The resulting shot noise showed a
nonwhite behavior above 10 MHz. This stemmed from small
deviations in the transfer functions of the two homodyne
photodetectors used. One can see that up to 10 MHz we
observed at least 4 dB of squeezing, peaking around 5 MHz
with up to 4.95 dB of squeezing �see Fig. 7�. At higher fre-
quencies the squeezing degraded to approximately 1 dB due
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Measured quantum noise spectra at side-
band frequencies �s /2: curve �a� shot noise and curve �b�
squeezed noise with 88 �W local oscillator power. All curves are
pieced together from five fast Fourier transform frequency win-
dows: 10–50 Hz, 50–200 Hz, 200–800 Hz, 800 Hz–3.2 kHz, and
3.2–10 kHz. Each point is the averaged rms value of 100, 100, 400,
400, and 800 measurements in the respective ranges. The RBWs of
the five windows were 250 MHz, 1 Hz, 2 Hz, 4 Hz, and 16 Hz,
respectively.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Measured quantum noise spectra: curve
�a� shot noise and curve �b� squeezed noise with 8.9 mW local
oscillator power. The spikes at 15.5, 22, and 26 MHz are results
from the dark noise correction of modulation peaks due to other
electronic fields.
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to the linewidth of the OPO cavity. Lowering the finesse of
the OPO would open up the high-frequency regime for a
better squeezing performance, but higher pump powers
would be needed to produce the same amount of squeezing.

The two individual measurements show that we have pro-
duced 4 dB of squeezing over more than six decades from
10 Hz up to 10 MHz.

IV. APPLICATION TO GRAVITATIONAL WAVE
DETECTORS

In �17� a broadband squeezed vacuum field was applied to
a simple Michelson interferometer. A nonclassical signal-to-
shot-noise improvement was observed using balanced homo-
dyne detection. However, real gravitational wave Michelson
interferometers are much more complex. Here we discuss
two aspects that are important when coherently controlled
broadband squeezed vacuum fields are applied to signal-
recycled gravitational wave detectors with heterodyne read-
out.

In an application to a gravitational wave detector, the
quadrature control field, here shifted in frequency by � /2
=40 MHz, will enter the interferometer from the dark port
together with the squeezed field �2,19�. The best choice for
the QCF frequency is such that it is off resonant with respect
to the signal-recycling cavity �SRC�. In this case the QCF is
basically reflected from the SRC, which minimizes possible
disturbances to other interferometer control loops. A gener-
ally rather important interferometer control field stabilizes
the Michelson interferometer on a defined differential arm
length to provide the desired dark signal port condition. In
GEO 600 this control field operates at a sideband frequency
of 14.9 MHz and is photoelectrically detected in the dark
port. Obviously, the QCF frequency � should also provide a
sufficiently large offset from that frequency of 14.9 MHz.
Our choice of � /2=40 MHz is therefore rather practical in
the case of GEO 600.

Another aspect is the compatibility of the squeezed
vacuum field demonstrated here and the heterodyne detection
scheme that is currently used in all gravitational wave detec-

tors, namely, GEO 600 �20,21�, LIGO �21,22�, TAMA 300
�23�, and VIRGO �24�. Gea-Banacloche and Leuchs �11�
have shown that an interferometer with heterodyne readout
requires squeezing in the band of expected gravitational
wave signals ��s� and also squeezing around twice the het-
erodyne frequency �2�m±�s�. This is because the noise at
�m±�s contains vacuum noise contributions from 2�m±�s.
It was later shown that these results are still valid for detuned
signal-recycled interferometers �25�.

The realization that broadband squeezing up to 2�m±�s
is needed to gain the full sensitivity enhancement from
squeezing leads to the question as to where one should inject
the squeezed vacuum field. Figure 8 shows a schematic of
GEO 600. In normal operation the interferometer behaves
like an almost perfect mirror for the carrier light entering
from the bright port and for vacuum fluctuations entering
from the dark port. Due to a small, but macroscopic, differ-
ence of the two arm lengths, which is needed for the
Schnupp modulation �26�, the reflectivity of this mirror is
frequency dependent. Thus, the amplitude reflectivity r���
changes at different sideband frequencies, relative to the car-
rier frequency. The decision as to which interferometer port
the squeezed states will be injected into is therefore depen-
dent on the sideband frequency.

We can distinguish between three different cases. First,
the interferometer has high reflectivities in the two interest-
ing frequency regions: r��s��r�2�m±�s��1. If so, we can
inject the squeezed states at all frequencies from the dark
port. These will then be perfectly reflected and we obtain the
full improvement from the squeezing.

The second case is that we have a high reflectivity at the
signal frequency �s but high transmission at frequency
2�m±�s, r��s��1; r�2�m±�s��0. If we still injected all
the squeezed states from the dark port, we would lose the
squeezing at 2�m±�s, which results in a less sensitive inter-
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FIG. 7. �Color online� Time series of shot noise �curve �a��,
squeezed noise with locked local oscillator phase �curve �b��, and
squeezed noise with scanned local oscillator phase �curve �c��, at
�s /2=5 MHz sideband frequency. A nonclassical noise suppres-
sion of about 5.0±0.1 dB is demonstrated. The dark noise has been
subtracted.
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FIG. 8. �Color online� Simplified schematic of the gravitational
wave detector GEO 600. The dashed arrows represent the relevant
vacuum fields entering and leaving the interferometer if optical loss
inside the interferometer can be neglected. Generally, the squeezed
vacuum states need to be injected into the interferometer in such a
way that they constructively interfere in the dark signal output port
for all relevant frequencies.
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ferometer. To solve this problem one might split the
squeezed-light field in frequency space, e.g., use a filter cav-
ity. We then obtain a field that carries the low-frequency
squeezing around �s and a second field that is squeezed
around frequencies 2�m±�s. The low-frequency squeezed
field is injected through the dark port, whereas the second
one has to be injected through the bright port together with
the carrier field. This will then give the optimal performance
increase one expects from using squeezed light. Instead of
using a filter cavity, one might employ two independent
sources of squeezed states with optimized nonclassical noise
suppression in the audio and rf bands, respectively. The third
case is that the interferometer reflectivity is still high at the
signal frequencies, r��s��1, but has an intermediate reflec-
tivity, 0�r�2�m±�s��1, near twice the modulation fre-
quency. In this case the power fraction of r�2�m±�s�2 has to
be tapped off the high-frequency part of the squeezed field.
This fraction has to be injected into the interferometer’s
bright port, whereas the remaining fraction is injected into
the dark port, together with 100% of the low-frequency part
of the squeezed field. In this way the squeezed field at high
frequencies senses a Mach-Zehnder-type configuration and
constructively interferes in the interferometer’s �dark� signal
port. Again the broadband squeezed field is optimally em-
ployed for a nonclassical sensitivity improvement of a gravi-
tational wave detector with heterodyne readout. We note that
in all these three cases one has to use frequency-dependent
squeezed fields to compensate the phase shifts from the re-
flection at a detuned cavity �6,12�.

GEO 600 currently uses a heterodyne frequency of
14.9 MHz. The reflectivity of the interferometer at this fre-
quency is approximately 96% in power. Consider now a
broadband vacuum squeezed field of 6 dB nonclassical noise
suppression from 10 Hz up to 30 MHz injected into GEO

600’s dark port. Neglecting optical losses inside the interfer-
ometer, the squeezed states at gravitational wave signal fre-
quencies are perfectly reflected. Those at twice the hetero-
dyne frequency sense 4% loss, and their nonclassical noise
suppression degrades from 6 to about 5.5 dB, which is still a
useful value. Hence the injection of the complete broadband
vacuum squeezed field into the dark port seems to be a rea-
sonable approach in the case of GEO 600.

V. CONCLUSION

We have reported on a control scheme for phase locking
of squeezed vacuum fields, generated by optical parametric
oscillation, to a local oscillator of a downstream experiment
or of a homodyne detector. Our scheme utilized two
frequency-shifted control fields that allowed us to control the
length of the OPO cavity as well as the angle of the
squeezed-field quadrature. This control scheme allowed
stable generation and observation of broadband squeezed
fields covering more than six decades from 10 Hz to about
35 MHz. We discussed the application of our control scheme
and the broadband squeezed field generated for GEO 600, as
an example for a large-scale gravitational wave detector. We
found that such a squeezed field injected into the signal dark
port can improve GEO 600’s sensitivity beyond its shot-
noise limit, even if the current heterodyne readout is used.
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